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PRIZED. LOVED.
BUILT FOR LIFE.

It all started with a groundbreaking idea: to make mobile holidays easier, more 
comfortable and more relaxing. As a result, Hobby laid the foundations for modern 
caravans and motorhomes over 50 years ago. This aim is what still drives us to this 
very day.

We employ over 1,200 members of staff at our site in Fockbek in Schleswig-Holstein. 
Over 15,000 vehicles are produced here each year using state-of-the-art machinery in 
one of the caravan and motorhome industry’s largest production sites in Europe.
 
Our recipe for success is based on four ingredients: trendsetting inventions, innovative 
technology, modern design and genuine passion. 

Each new generation of vehicles is notable for its superb standard equipment, spacious 
design, quality and functionality – and each provides premium value at an extraordinary 
price. It’s really no wonder that Hobby became the most popular and best-selling caravan 
brand in Europe. 

Hobby. Built For Life.

HOBBY. BUILT FOR LIFE.
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ONTOUR
THE ENTRY-LEVEL ONE
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460 DL

Lightness is the name of the game with the Hobby ONTOUR. It contains no 
unnecessary weight, but does have everything that is important to you. The ONTOUR 
is always ready for spontaneous trips out into the unknown. Less is more: from just 
1,200 kg and 2.20 m in width, the compact Hobby ONTOUR is the perfect caravan 
even for smaller cars. For maximum comfort, choose the layout most suited to your 
needs from the five different layouts available.

ONTOUR THE ENTRY-LEVEL ONE
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470 UL 460 DL

390 SF390 SF
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390 SF

ONTOUR
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390 SF 4 96

 
L: 5.780 mm · B: 2.200 mm · G: 1.200 kg 

460 DL 3 96

 
L: 6.605 mm · B: 2.200 mm · G: 1.300 kg

470 KMF 3 2 96

 
L: 6.709 mm · B: 2.200 mm · G: 1.350 kg

470 UL 3 96

 
L: 6.709 mm · B: 2.200 mm · G: 1.350 kg

13ONTOUR
470 KMF 470 KMF

460 DL
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DE LUXE
THE FAMILY-FRIENDLY ONE
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560 KMFe

For us, true freedom is living in a Hobby caravan. What lies behind the façade? A 
bright, welcoming home wherever you are in the world – and just a car’s length away. 
So flexible that anything is possible. Breathing space for the modern holidaymaker: 
the family-friendly DE LUXE comes in 18 versions with six different children’s bed 
layouts. Because true freedom knows no compromises.

DE LUXE THE FAMILY-FRIENDLY ONE
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560 KMFe 515 UHK

560 KMFe
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515 UHL
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400 SFe 650 KFU
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460 UFe



400 SFe 3 150

 
L: 5.964 mm · B: 2.300 mm · G: 1.300 kg

440 SF 4 96

 
L: 6.140 mm · B: 2.300 mm · G: 1.300 kg

455 UF 4 96

 
L: 6.479 mm · B: 2.300 mm · G: 1.350 kg

460 UFe 4 150

 
L: 6.629 mm · B: 2.300 mm · G: 1.350 kg

460 LU 4 96

 
L: 6.751 mm · B: 2.300 mm · G: 1.350 kg

460 SFf 2 1 150

 
L: 6.751 mm · B: 2.300 mm · G: 1.350 kg

490 KMF 3 2 150

 
L: 6.888 mm · B: 2.300 mm · G: 1.400 kg

495 UL 4 150

 
L: 7.127 mm · B: 2.300 mm · G: 1.500 kg

495 WFB 4 150

 
L: 7.127 mm · B: 2.300 mm · G: 1.500 kg

515 UHK 4 3 150

 
L: 7.533 mm · B: 2.300 mm · G: 1.600 kg

515 UHL 6 150

 
L: 7.533 mm · B: 2.300 mm · G: 1.600 kg

540 FU 4 150

 
L: 7.274 mm · B: 2.300 mm · G: 1.500 kg

540 UL 4 150

 
L: 7.293 mm · B: 2.300 mm · G: 1.500 kg

540 UFf 4 150

 
L: 7.345 mm · B: 2.300 mm · G: 1.500 kg

540 KMFe 3 2 150

 
L: 7.445 mm · B: 2.300 mm · G: 1.600 kg

545 KMF 3 2 150

 
L: 7.425 mm · B: 2.500 mm · G: 1.600 kg

560 KMFe 4 2 150

 
L: 7.513 mm · B: 2.500 mm · G: 1.700 kg

650 KFU 4 2 150

 
L: 8.375 mm · B: 2.500 mm · G: 1.900 kg

23DE LUXE
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DE LUXE EDITION
THE SPORTY ONE
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545 KMF

A sporty design with distinctively clear lines. A young atmosphere with light furniture 
fronts and subtle red accents. Effective lighting that combines functionality with 
ambience. The DE LUXE EDITION appeals with its sporty, dynamic line. A self-
contained caravan with character. Featuring compact layouts for couples travelling 
alone. Or practical planning for leisure-loving families.

DE LUXE EDITION THE SPORTY ONE
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545 KMF 650 KMFe

495 UL545 KMF 490 KMF
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460 UFe 4 150

 
L: 6.629 mm · B: 2.300 mm · G: 1.350 kg

490 KMF 3 2 150

 
L: 6.888 mm · B: 2.300 mm · G: 1.400 kg

495 UL 4 150

 
L: 7.127 mm · B: 2.300 mm · G: 1.500 kg

545 KMF 3 2 150

 
L: 7.425 mm · B: 2.500 mm · G: 1.600 kg

560 KMFe 4 2 150

 
L: 7.513 mm · B: 2.500 mm · G: 1.700 kg

650 KMFe 4 2 150

 
L: 8.325 mm · B: 2.500 mm · G: 1.900 kg

31DE LUXE EDITION
460 UFe
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EXCELLENT
THE ELEGANT ONE
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540 UL

Enjoy life as a couple. Discover idyllic sites. And follow your own rhythm.  
The Hobby EXCELLENT is a favourite for all couples. It might be because  
of its comfortable equipment. Or Its spacious design with 13 different layouts.  
Or its modern exterior. Or its atmospheric ambient lighting for spending some  
romantic time together as a couple. It's really no wonder that the Hobby  
EXCELLENT is our most popular range.

EXCELLENT THE ELEGANT ONE
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650 UMFe

540 UL

495 WFB
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460 SFf

460 SFf 540 FU



39EXCELLENT
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460 UFe 4 150

 
L: 6.629 mm · B: 2.300 mm · G: 1.350 kg

460 SFf 2 1 150

 
L: 6.751 mm · B: 2.300 mm · G: 1.350 kg

495 UFe 4 150

 
L: 6.770 mm · B: 2.300 mm · G: 1.500 kg

495 UL 4 150

 
L: 7.127 mm · B: 2.300 mm · G: 1.500 kg

495 WFB 4 150

 
L: 7.127 mm · B: 2.300 mm · G: 1.500 kg

540 FU 4 150

 
L: 7.274 mm · B: 2.300 mm · G: 1.500 kg

540 WLU 4 150

 
L: 7.274 mm · B: 2.300 mm · G: 1.500 kg

540 UL 4 150

 
L: 7.293 mm · B: 2.300 mm · G: 1.500 kg

540 UFf 4 150

 
L: 7.345 mm · B: 2.300 mm · G: 1.500 kg

560 CFe 4 150

 
L: 7.513 mm · B: 2.500 mm · G: 1.600 kg

560 LU 4 150

 
L: 7.513 mm · B: 2.500 mm · G: 1.600 kg

560 WFU 4 150

 
L: 7.561 mm · B: 2.500 mm · G: 1.600 kg

650 UMFe 4 1 150

 
L: 8.325 mm · B: 2.500 mm · G: 1.900 kg

41EXCELLENT
540 UL
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PRESTIGE
THE SUBLIME ONE
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560 FC

Now you can make your dreams come true! With the Hobby PRESTIGE, even large 
families can enjoy the luxury of a real home from home wherever they are bound.  
It is a stylish classic with a special charm. And a sophisticated ambience designed  
to suit your taste. Eleven different layouts provide plenty of space to move around, 
and some have special seating areas for the little ones. What more could you want 
in a caravan? 

PRESTIGE THE SUBLIME ONE
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47PRESTIGE
720 UKFe 560 LU
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560 WFU

560 WFU

495 UL



49PRESTIGE
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720 WLC

720 WLC

720 WQC
PRESTIGE
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495 UL 4 150

 
L: 7.127 mm · B: 2.300 mm · G: 1.500 kg

560 FC 4 150

 
L: 7.513 mm · B: 2.500 mm · G: 1.600 kg

560 LU 4 150

 
L: 7.513 mm · B: 2.500 mm · G: 1.600 kg

560 WLU 4 150

 
L: 7.513 mm · B: 2.500 mm · G: 1.600 kg

560 WFU 4 150

 
L: 7.561 mm · B: 2.500 mm · G: 1.600 kg

620 CL 4 150

 
L: 8.025 mm · B: 2.500 mm · G: 1.900 kg

660 WFC 4 150

 
L: 8.325 mm · B: 2.500 mm · G: 1.900 kg

720 UKFe 5 2 150

 
L: 9.030 mm · B: 2.500 mm · G: 2.200 kg

720 KWFU 4 2 150

 
L: 9.042 mm · B: 2.500 mm · G: 2.200 kg

720 WLC 4 150

 
L: 9.042 mm · B: 2.500 mm · G: 2.200 kg

720 WQC 4 150

 
L: 9.042 mm · B: 2.500 mm · G: 2.200 kg

53PRESTIGE
620 CL
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PREMIUM
THE INIMITABLE ONE
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560 UL

Welcome to the luxury class! For our prize-winning Hobby PREMIUM, only  
the best is good enough. Elegant throughout – from the exterior design down  
to the smallest detail. No other caravan has changed the design of the industry  
as dramatically as the PREMIUM. Six layouts ensure perfect space organisation, 
whatever your needs, making the PREMIUM the number-one choice for all 
those who will only settle for the best. 

PREMIUM THE INIMITABLE ONE
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560 CFe560 CFe

560 UL
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495 UL 4 150

 
L: 7.630 mm · B: 2.300 mm · G: 1.700 kg

560 CFe 4 150

 
L: 8.016 mm · B: 2.500 mm · G: 1.800 kg

560 UL 4 150

 
L: 8.016 mm · B: 2.500 mm · G: 1.800 kg

650 UFf 4 150

 
L: 8.828 mm · B: 2.500 mm · G: 2.000 kg

650 UKFe 4 2 150

 
L: 8.879 mm · B: 2.500 mm · G: 2.000 kg

660 WFU 4 150

 
L: 8.865 mm · B: 2.500 mm · G: 2.000 kg

61PREMIUM
660 WFU
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Ambient lighting

Interior height 1.95m

Lights in LED technology

Rear-ventilated cupboards with plenty of storage space

Combination-cassette with sun and insect protection

Lots of storage space under the seating units

Multifunctional kitchen splashback

Extra robust hinges with soft-close mechanism

Seating units with lots of legroom

Comfortable cooker/sink combination
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HOBBYCOMPLETE 
YOUR FULLY 
EQUIPPED HOBBY.

High expectations? Then you’ve come to the right place! Because with Hobby 
caravans, modern comforts come as standard. Items you would pay for elsewhere 
as optional extras are all part of the package at Hobby. On the following pages 
you’ll find an array of features to make holidays in your Hobby caravan even more 
enjoyable. The availability of the following “HobbyComplete” ALL-INCLUSIVE 
package features depends on the model of vehicle. Please refer to the current 
price list for details of the relevant features. 

HOBBYCOMPLETE ALL-INCLUSIVE PACKAGE

DOMETIC SEITZ Midi-Heki sky light

Conveniently sized drawers with soft-close and push lock mechanisms

150 litre Super Slim Tower refrigerator

Comfortable sprung mattresses
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LIVING AREA
A MODERN AMBIENCE TO RELAX IN



65HOBBYCOMPLETE HABITATION AREA

OVERVIEW OF SEATING AREAS

FRONT SEATING 
AREA (DINETTE)

C SHAPED LOUNGE

CENTRAL SEATING 
AREA (DINETTE)

U SHAPED SEATING 
AREA

CENTRAL SEATING 
AREA

SIDE SEATING AREA
(DINETTE)

FRONT SEATING 
AREA

CHILDREN’S 
SEATING AREA
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HEATED COAT RACK
Hot air rises and circulates throughout 
the coat rack in the entrance area, 
drying damp jackets and coats in next 
to no time.

LARGE WALL UNITS WITH SOFT-CLOSE MECHANISM
The doors with soft-close mechanisms open up wide towards the ceiling, leaving 
plenty of headroom. Extra-sturdy hinges ensure a strong opening and locking force. 
You can rely on them to keep your belongings secure when in transit.

TV UNIT WITH GLASS CABINET
The TV unit in the entrance area 
features a stylish glass cabinet with 
LED ambient lighting. 

LARGE WARDROBE
Perfectly organised. The spacious 
wardrobe has enough room for both 
long and short clothes, as well as 
folded items of clothing. 

WARDROBE LIGHT
The inside light in the wardrobe is 
automatically switched on when the 
door is opened and provides bright 
light for an optimal overview.

STORAGE SPACE UNDER THE SEATING UNITS
The seating areas have an easily accessible storage compartment for all your
important travel accessories. 



67HOBBYCOMPLETE HABITATION AREA

 COMBINATION-CASSETTE WITH  
SUN AND INSECT PROTECTION
All side windows are equipped with combi-
cassette blinds to protect against sun and insects. 
(Excluding washroom window)

THREE-COLOUR READING LIGHT
Whether you want ambient lighting, a white 
reading light or twilight lighting – the three-colour 
reading light lets you create your very own 
lighting mood.

SWAN NECK LAMPS 
The flexible swan neck lamps in the seating areas 
and by the beds are ideal for reading thanks to 
their directable light source.

ILLUMINATED CORNER SHELF
The reflective and illuminated corner panels of the 
U-shaped seating areas create a special ambience.

SINGLE-POST LIFT TABLE
The steplessly adjustable single-post lift table 
allows easy access to the seating area and offers 
extra legroom.

SEATING UNIT WITH PLENTY OF LEGROOM
Comfortable and practical: there is ample 
storage space underneath the seating area. The 
compartments are slightly set back so as not to 
restrict the legroom. The all-round upholstered 
panel creates smooth transitions.

STYLISH SET OF GLASSES
An exclusive set of stylish glasses is included on 
board. 
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KITCHEN
SPACIOUS WONDERS, RIGHT DOWN TO THE FINEST DETAIL



69HOBBYCOMPLETE KITCHEN

COMPACT SIDE 
KITCHEN SIDE KITCHEN REAR KITCHEN

WIDE SIDE KITCHEN EXTRA WIDE 
KITCHEN

ROOMY CORNER 
KITCHEN

OVERVIEW OF KITCHENS
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TEA TOWEL RAIL
In many kitchens, a pull-out 
towel rail provides a space 
for tea towels.

SPICE RACK
Some of the kitchen wall units come with handy 
spice racks so you can keep salt, pepper and herbs 
to hand.

PRACTICAL HOB/SINK COMBINATION WITH MORE 
WORK SURFACE 
The gas hob and sink are made from robust stainless steel and form a 
continuous unit for easier cleaning. The generous space between the 
three burners makes cooking a lot easier too, even with bigger pans. The 
hob comes with electric ignition, and the split safety glass cover can be 
used to provide additional workspace if required.

COMPACT SUPER SLIM TOWER 
REFRIGERATOR WITH FREEZER 
COMPARTMENT
The 150-litre absorption refrigerator is silent and offers 
you all of the space and cooling power you could ever 
need. The slightly raised installation saves you bending. 

KITCHEN DRAWER IN A COMFORTABLE SIZE WITH 
PUSH LOCK AND SOFT-CLOSE.
The extra-large drawers provide space for all kinds of utensils, and can 
be fully extended for a good overview and easy access. The soft-close 
mechanism ensures smooth, quiet closure, with secure locking thanks to 
the push lock system. Reinforced support struts and longer strike plates 
keep fully loaded drawers firmly in place even while on the move.

PRACTICAL CUTLERY INSERT
Cutlery drawer with well-planned dividers ensures that cutlery and kitchen utensils 
will not get mixed up even during the journey. (Model dependent)

Up to seven height-adjustable compartments in the 
door mean you can now store taller 1.5-litre bottles as 
well as 1-litre bottles and Tetra Paks. Storage containers 
and tinned food can be stowed away within easy reach 
in the compartment underneath the refrigerator. The 
refrigerator can be powered by the 230-volt power
supply, or by gas or the 12-volt battery when on the 
road.



71HOBBYCOMPLETE KITCHEN

KITCHEN WINDOW ROLLER BLIND WITH 
INTEGRATED POWER SOCKETS
The Combi Cassette with pleated blind and fly 
screen has a bright LED kitchen light and two 
handily placed power sockets.

CUPBOARD WITH PULL-OUT DRAWER
No wasted space: provisions can be stored on several levels in the pull-out cabinets.

MULTIFUNCTIONAL KITCHEN SPLASHBACK
The kitchen splashback with the large window and 
the Combi Cassette featuring a fully integrated 
blind and fly screen is a beautiful, all-in-one unit. 
A USB charger socket and 230 V power sockets 
are also perfectly integrated into the kitchen 
splashback.

ROOMY CORNER FLOOR CUPBOARD
The large swivelling pull-out unit of the kitchen base cabinet 
accommodates pots and pans, making optimal use of the available 
storage space.

ELEGANT KITCHEN COUNTER
The modern counter performs several functions at the same time. The illuminated 
pane of real glass serves as a partition between the kitchen and living area. The 
shelf is the perfect place to store your books, mobile phones, keys, and so on.
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SLEEPING AREA
FOR A COMFORTABLE AND PLEASANT NIGHT



73HOBBYCOMPLETE SLEEPING AREA

AN OVERVIEW OF SLEEPING AREAS

DOUBLE BED SINGLE BEDSDOUBLE BED, TRANSVERSE

ISLAND BED DROP-DOWN BEDCHILDREN'S BEDS
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SEVEN COMFORTABLE BEDS
The deluxe 515 UHK is actually seven berth. After converting the seating area and letting down the  
drop-down bed, two comfortable double beds are available in the rear. Three further beds are located  
in the children’s area. 

VARIABLE DROP-DOWN BED
After getting up, the drop-down bed together with all of the 
bedding can be easily raised up out of the way. The automatic 
locking mechanism holds it securely in place.

CHILD-FRIENDLY TEDDY-BEAR 
LIGHT 
Turn the nose of the bear to dim the 
light – perfect for sending little 
campers off to sleep.

SPACIOUS CHILDREN’S AREA
In addition to the fixed bunk bed with two beds, an 
additional place to sleep is created in the De Luxe 515 UHK 
by converting the side seating area.

COMFORTABLE SPRUNG 
MATTRESS
All fixed beds are equipped with sprung 
mattresses and stable laminated beech 
bed frames.



75HOBBYCOMPLETE SLEEPING AREA

COMFY HEADBOARD
The upholstered panel made of easy-to-clean artificial leather 
at the head of the bed ensures a clean finish, the swan neck 
lamps give you a pinpoint reading light, and the wide shelves 
provide you with plenty of space to store books, glasses, 
clocks and many other personal items.

CHILDREN’S BEDS WITH COLOURING BOARD
During the day, the bottom bunk bed can be folded up to provide a space to play 
in – with the underside of the bed acting as a wipe-clean board. For a safe night’s 
sleep, the top bed is fitted with a sturdy rail to prevent you from falling out.

FRONT WINDOW WITH PRACTICAL DETAILS
More light, more air, more practicality. The sturdy front 
window has a fully integrated Combi Cassette with pleated 
blind and fly screen and comes complete with shelves for 
books and other items.

EASY-ACTION BED LIFT
Many beds feature opening aids to provide easy access to the 
storage space. These take the form of a gas spring (Lift-O-
Mat) in island and double beds and a spring mechanism in 
single beds. When raised, the mechanism ensures that the 
bed is locked securely in position.

LIGHT SWITCH AND POWER SOCKET IN 
SLEEPING AREA
The bed has an extra built-in light switch for easy access, 
and a power socket is provided in the sleeping area for 
convenience. 
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WASHROOM
EVERYTHING YOU NEED FOR PERSONAL CARE



77HOBBYCOMPLETE WASHROOM

AN OVERVIEW OF WASHROOMS

COMPACT WASHROOM WITH 
WASHBASIN AND TOILET

COMPACT WASHROOM 
WITH SEPARATE SHOWER

COMPACT WASHROOM WITH 
INTEGRATED SHOWER TRAY AND 
EXTERNAL WASHBASIN
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OPEN-PLAN WASHROOM DESIGN 
WITH SEPARATE SHOWER CUBICLE

COMPACT WASHROOM 
WITH SEPARATE SHOWER

REAR WASHROOM WITH  
SEPARATE SHOWER CUBICLE
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SPACIOUS WC AT THE FRONT
The spacious bathroom has lots of space to move around in. 
The opaque side windows let fresh air in and moisture out in 
next to no time. 

GENEROUS STORAGE FACILITIES
All care products can be readily accommodated in the vanity unit and mirror
cabinets in the washrooms.

ROOFLIGHTS
Lets light in and moisture out! Many washrooms are 
equipped with full-sized rooflights, e.g. Mini-Heki from 
DOMETIC-SEITZ.

EXCLUSIVE THETFORD CASSETTE TOILET
Toilets developed exclusively for Hobby with all-round sealing 
lip and smooth surface for easy cleaning.

DESIGNER DOOR HANDLES
The washroom doors are equipped with 
an ergonomically designed metal door 
handle. The shape helps prevent loose 
clothing from getting caught on it.

PRACTICAL THETFORD ROTATING TOILET 
The rotating cassette toilet ensures optimal use of 
space. 

TOOTHBRUSH HOLDER INCLUSIVE
Two toothbrush holders complete the comfortable 
equipment in the washrooms. 
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CONSTRUCTION
STRONG INNOVATION AND TECHNOLOGICAL FINESSE



81HOBBYCOMPLETE BODY TECHNOLOGY

BRIGHT EXTERIOR LED LIGHTING
A multitude of lighting elements, the majority of which are LED, make sure your 
caravan will never be overlooked. They are harmoniously integrated into the
 contours of the vehicle, thereby emphasising its distinctly automotive design. 
The third brake light is a decisive safety advantage.

NOSE WHEEL WITH LOAD
INDICATOR
Complete control: the load indicator 
helps you to load your caravan 
correctly. Having the correct nose 
weight improves driving stability, 
making you safer on the road.

ONE-KEY CLOSING SYSTEM
One key for everything: entrance door, 
gas cylinder locker, storage space lids, 
boot lid and door for removing WC 
cassette.

PRACTICAL GRAB HANDLE
An ergonomically designed handle in 
the entrance area of almost all Hobby 
caravans makes it easier for you to 
climb aboard.

STABILISER HITCH
One-handed coupling – safe arrival: 
the safety coupling WINTERHOFF 
with tracking stabiliser and convenient 
single-lever system is all part of the 
package with Hobby.

The bright LED awning light illuminates the doorway and provides pleasant light in 
the awning.

OVERRUN BRAKE WITH 
AUTOMATIC ADJUSTMENT
The KNOTT ANS overrun brake adjusts 
itself automatically, guaranteeing 
unrestricted braking performance at all 
times. A key safety feature, particularly 
in critical driving conditions.

A-FRAME WITH WALK-ON COVER
Attractive and practical: the stand-
on cover makes it easier to load and 
unload the gas locker. It also makes it 
easier to clean the front of the caravan.

STATE-OF-THE-ART BODY TECHNOLOGY
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HIGH-QUALITY VENT WINDOWS
The double-glazed, tinted vent windows with safety locks are specially moulded, 
which – together with the thicker material – makes them much more resistant to 
stresses and deformation (especially heat and cold). Another positive effect is the 
improved sound insulation, while a new, reliable sealing system provides long-
lasting protection against the ingress of moisture.

HABITATION ENTRANCE DOOR WITH TRIPLE-POINT LOCKING
One door, lots of features: the extra-wide habitation entrance door provides effective protection against thieves with its 
triple-point locking. The large window lets in lots of light.

WHEEL TRIMS AND AIR PRESSURE DISPLAY
The standard wheel trims in white are optimally designed to match your caravan. 
The pressure display on the wheel arch guard indicates the required tyre pressure. 
An integrated rubber clamping lip provides a visually elegant wheel covering
solution. (Draught skirt not included)

The inside of the door is equipped with handy shelves, a waste bin and a pleated fly screen. The practical waste bin with 
integrated dustpan and brush set helps you to keep the vehicle clean. Another notable feature of the Hobby door, which is 
40 mm wider than standard doors, is the highly effective splash water seal.



83HOBBYCOMPLETE BODY TECHNOLOGY

INSULATED ROOFLIGHTS
Every Hobby caravan is fitted with a Midi-Heki rooflight DOMETIC SEITZ. Up to two additional Mini-Heki 
roof vents help to ensure the temperature inside the caravan is perfect. When open, fresh air is drawn 
into the caravan. When closed, the insulation keeps the inside temperature stable. Two different blinds 
can be used either to dim the interior or as a fly screen.

NOSE CONSTRUCTION
The well-designed front section is dominated by a solid corner structure made from a moulded PU frame. 
The sandwich construction with EPS core and the sturdy windowsill in PE foam above the gas locker 
ensure maximum heat insulation. PU-foam corner posts join the front firmly to the sidewall and have 
good insulating properties as well as being water-resistant. They provide a secure connection for the ABS 
mouldings, giving rise to the unique exterior design of Hobby caravans with their streamlined rounded 
edges. (Ontour, De Luxe, De Luxe Edition, Excellent, Prestige)

EPS foam Wood
Rubber sealing collar

Aluminium sheet
ABS plastic

Windowsill (PE foam)

Floor

PU foam

REAR-VENTILATED UNITS WITH PLENTY OF STORAGE SPACE 
The air vents in the wall units ensure optimal circulation of the rising warmth from the heater. The large 
gap between the winter vents and the exterior wall prevents damp spots and mildew.
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REAR DESIGN
The rear design features modern shapes and a sporty appearance.

EXTREMELY STRONG MANOEUVRING HANDLE
The manoeuvring handles on your caravan are ergonomically shaped and an integral part of the structure. 
They are integrated harmoniously into the exterior design of the vehicle. In the De Luxe Edition, Excellent 
and Prestige model ranges, the chrome look sets off the vehicle design to perfection.

TAILORED BODY JOINTS
The aerodynamic lines without corners or edges are typical of Hobby caravans. All body joints have sealed 
frame profiles. This ensures a seamless and harmonious design and prevents moisture from entering.



85HOBBYCOMPLETE BODY TECHNOLOGY

PREMIUM PRACTICAL BOOT
The boot in the back of the vehicle is ideal for stowing camping tables and chairs, 
for example. Double locking and an all-round rubber sealing lip protect against 
splash water.

PARTICULARLY ROOMY GAS-CYLINDER LOCKER
The gas lockers not only hold two 11-kg gas bottles, but also 
have space for the leg winding handle, wheel chocks and 
waste water tank. Easy access is ensured by the vertically 
opening door. The plastic floor is rot-proof and easy to clean. 

RAIN AWNING WITH WATER DRAINAGE
The awning rails on the nose and rear with specially moulded 
end pieces ensure even better drainage of rainwater.

PREMIUM GAS-CYLINDER LOCKER
The gas locker has a low sill and sturdy aluminium 
chequer-plate floor and provides space for the chocks, leg 
winding handle and waste water tank. The gas regulator with 
over-pressure protection is easily accessible, and there are 
sturdy holding devices for two 11-kilogram gas bottles.

FRONT SPOILER WITH HOLES GIVING ACCESS TO 
THE CORNER STEADIES
The corner steadies and heavy-duty supports are easily 
reached via the openings in the skirt rail.
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ON-BOARD TECHNOLOGY
FOR A HOLIDAY WITHOUT COMPROMISES 
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CONTROL PANEL
The basic control panel puts you in complete control of many functions. It controls nearly all the lighting 
units, displays the fresh water level and regulates the hot water heating unit. All from a single, central 
location right by the entrance to the caravan. 

AMBIENT LIGHTING
Bright light for cooking or a romantic glow in the evening: personal light settings can be saved on the
control panel. Dimmable light strips above the wall units add that extra touch. All the 12-volt lights 
feature energy-saving LED technology.

ON-BOARD TECHNOLOGY
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POWER SOCKETS WITH TV CONNECTION
At least five 230 V power sockets are installed 
in every Hobby caravan as standard, along with 
a coaxial cable kit including a socket for the TV 
connection.

PASSENGER VEHICLE CONNECTOR
The standard 13-pin passenger vehicle connector 
from Jaeger not only supplies the brake and rear 
lights with power, but also allows all the caravan’s 
12 V appliances to run off the car battery. 

EASY DISPOSAL
Clean and simple: the service hatches for the cassette  
toilet are located on the left-hand side of the vehicle on the 
majority of models featuring a double bed. This means that 
the toilet does not have to be carried through the awning.

LARGE FRESH WATER TANK
The fresh water tank, which can be filled from the outside, is 
located in an easily accessible spot in one of the seat chests 
or bed lockers. A large screw cap allows easy cleaning. 
(Pictured here is the 47-litre fresh water tank)

SMOKE ALARM
Preventive fire protection while on the road.  
The compact alarm quickly and reliably alerts  
you if fire smoke is detected in the vehicle.

TACTILE LIGHT SWITCH
Thanks to their tactile design, the separate light 
switches are even easy to find in the dark.

CHILDREN’S LIGHT SWITCHES
Can be easily reached by little campers: the light switch is at a child-friendly height.
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COMBI HOT AIR HEATING SYSTEM TRUMA 
The hot air pipes of the combi heating system 
TRUMA ensure an optimal distribution of heated 
air throughout the vehicle for a cosy temperature. 
The integrated water heater has a capacity of 10 
litres.

TRUMA WATER HEATER
The tried-and-tested TRUMA heating unit with a 
5-litre capacity uses the warm air from the heater 
to heat the water. An electric heating element also 
heats the water, however, when the heating is not 
turned on.

SAFETY GAS REGULATOR
The flexible connecting tube with gas regulator 
and integrated over-pressure protection fits all 
common gas bottles.

CENTRAL GAS CONTROL TAPS
The gas distributor is easily accessible in 
the kitchen.

CENTRAL ON-BOARD TECHNOLOGY
INSTALLATION
The on-board technology systems are readily 
accessible inside the spacious wardrobe.

WATER AND ELECTRICITY CONNECTIONS
A standard external socket is provided for connecting the caravan to the power supply. The awning socket 
with SAT/TV connection allows you to connect 230 volt devices. The water connection lets you fill the 
water tank easily with a hose. All outside connectors have pictograms to make their functions clear.

TRUMA HEATING S 3004 / S 5004
The powerful fan with booster function on the 
heater TRUMA is a quick, effective and eco-
friendly way of warming up the caravan.
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Autonomy package and state-of-the-art battery management

Roof-mounted air conditioning unit

Underfloor heating

Elegant alloy rims

Hot water heater

Spare-wheel holder

Articulated TV bracket

HobbyConnect

Hobby CI-BUS on-board manage-
ment system with TFT control panel
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Do you have a specialist hobby or specific equipment requirements?  
The appropriate optional extras and many individual solutions are available  
to help you tailor your caravan to your own purposes and holiday needs.  
The availability and version of the following optional extras depend on the 
model of vehicle and, where applicable, come as standard for certain model 
ranges. Please refer to the current price list for details of the relevant features. 

OPTIONAL EXTRAS 
TO SUIT YOUR NEEDS.
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Satellite system

Air conditioning

TFT control panel

Lighting system

Heating

Water supplyBattery management

 HOBBY CI-BUS ON-BOARD MANAGEMENT SYSTEM WITH TFT CONTROL PANEL
The modern BUS on-board system controls all the equipment and functions connected to the on-board network.  
The control knob allows you to conveniently navigate between the menus. Displays such as date / time, inside /  
outside temperature, water tank level and battery charge / discharge can be read on the display panel or settings  
can be activated directly. Other BUScapable on-board components, such as heating, air conditioning and electric  
sunroof, can be centrally controlled. The system is standardised, can be updated and is therefore compatible with 
future appliance generations. Up to 15 appliances can already communicate with the control panel. 
(Observe manufacturer’s instructions.)

HOBBYCONNECT
Turn on the air conditioning or heating when you’re already on your way back from the beach 
– not a problem! The HobbyConnect on-board control system can be controlled via a smart-
phone or tablet using the free MyHobby app. The lighting, filling levels and battery charge  
can also be activated or checked using the app.

AUTONOMY PACKAGE INCLUDING CHARGE CONTROLLER WITH BOOSTER, BATTERY, BATTERY 
SENSOR AND BATTERY CASE
The intelligent battery sensor IBS supplies all the important data such as charging time, charging current and charging 
voltage, as well as the remaining running time and discharge current of the GEL or AGM battery in autonomous 
mode. All values can be read on the TFT operating panel. The battery sensors supply the intelligent charger with  
the exact charging current and voltage it needs, thereby ensuring battery-conserving charging until it is 100% full. 
Charging times are reduced by approx. 30% with this system compared to standard chargers.

The HobbyConnect box can be ordered ex-works or retrofitted. Control all of the functions 
via WLAN or Bluetooth in the immediate vicinity of the vehicle. When further away, you can 
connect with the system using a SIM card. 

 HobbyConnect ready
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HOT WATER UNDERFLOOR HEATING
The combination of a hot water heater and hot 
water underfloor heating provides the highest 
levels of comfort. The floor is warmed up by a 
system of pipes, through which the hot water 
flows. In conjunction with radiator panels, 
the heat is distributed throughout the floor  
of the vehicle. 

UNDERFLOOR HEATING
All Hobby caravans can be supplied with 
an electric underfloor heating system. The 
heating foils in the walking area of the floor 
prevent thermal bridges and cold feet.

TRUMA ELECTRIC WATER HEATER, 
14 LITRES
The high-power heating element Truma heats the 
water from 15°C to 70°C. Sustained heat storage 
also ensures extremely short reheating times, thus 
saving both energy and money.

HOT WATER HEATER 
The hot water heater ALDE 3020 HE with a total 
power output of 8,500 watts and an integrated 
8.4-litre boiler is available from type 545.  
Heating and water heating can be activated both 
simultaneously and independently of one another.

EXTERNAL GAS SOCKET
External connector for gas-driven appliances, 
BBQ’s etc.

CITY WATER CONNECTION
Standard water connection with garden hose 
connector for easy filling of the water tank via  
the local water supply.

ROOF-MOUNTED AIR CONDITIONING UNIT 
WITH HEATING FUNCTION
The roof-mounted air conditioning unit Dometic 
Freshjet has four controllable air flow settings. 
This quality lightweight system is economical  
and pleasantly quiet.

USB CHARGING SOCKET
This optional double socket can be used to charge 
two mobile devices at the same time. 
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ELEGANT AWNING 
Protects against sun and rain: the THULE 
OMNISTOR awnings are perfectly matched 
to the Hobby caravans.

A-FRAME BICYCLE RACK FOR 
2 BICYCLES OR PEDELECS UP TO 60 KG
Bikes can be easily transported on the A-frame 
carrier, which also ensures an even distribution 
of weight and is easily folded forwards out of the 
way to give access to the gas locker.

SPACIOUS GARAGE 
The garage provides space for bulky luggage.

REAR BICYCLE RACK FOR 2 BICYCLES 
UP TO 40 KG 
The THULE bike carrier is perfectly suited to 
Hobby caravans. The lockable guide rail prevents 
the bikes moving during transportation and is 
manually fixed in place. 

ELEGANT ALLOY RIMS
The elegant alloy rims add the finishing touch 
to the caravan’s appearance and increase the 
payload.

THETFORD WET LOCKER DOOR WITH  
CENTRE LOCK
Additional service hatches are available on  
many models.

SPARE-WHEEL HOLDER
Available for many models: the lightweight spare 
wheel holder. Placing the spare wheel under the 
caravan creates more storage space in the gas 
locker, for example.

ELECTRONIC STABILISATION SYSTEM
The high-performance sensor monitors the 
movement of the car and caravan continuously 
while on the road. The Knott ETS Plus counters 
any snaking movements instantly and effectively 
and brakes automatically in case of danger.
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THREE-TIER CHILDREN’S BUNK BEDS
The sleeping area for children is also optionally available with 
three beds and three windows.

PULL-OUT BED EXTENSION 
For many caravans with single beds, a pull-out bed extension can be supplied as an 
option. The additional cushion creates an extra-large sleeping space.

COLD-FOAM MATTRESS
The cold foam mattress with seven 
different hardness zones offers luxury 
sleeping comfort.

REMOVABLE CARPETING
The carpeting lets you recreate the 
comfort of your living room at home. 
It consists of multiple elements 
specially tailored to fit the layout of 
your caravan, and can be easily 
removed for cleaning.

DYNAMIC REAR LIGHTS
Truly eye-catching: the rear lights with dynamic indicators 
lend the caravan a sporty appearance.

ARTICULATED TV BRACKET
Optionally available for many models: the swivelling TV 
bracket for watching TV from the seating area or bed.  
A pull-out bracket for the TV is used in vehicles where  
there is not enough room to fit the articulated bracket.
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COMBINED HOB/OVEN INCLUDING GRILL
The new full-sized cooker is available for the Prestige models. With three 
gas burners, an electric hotplate, a separate grill and the large oven, 
there’s nothing else even ambitious amateur cooks could wish for.

MICROWAVE
Home-from-home convenience: the microwave is 
ideal for heating up food in a hurry. 

OVEN
Now you can bake bread on holiday too – or rustle up some homemade 
pizza for lunch – thanks to the built-in 36-litre oven with light.

BLACKOUT BLIND ON THE WASHROOM WINDOW 
The convenient combi-blinds with a built-in fly screen reliably 
keep the washroom from heating up too much if the sun 
shines in.

SHOWER FITTING IN TOILET
The shower fitting turns the washroom 
into a handy shower.

A DOMETIC EXTRACTOR HOOD
A Dometic extractor hood completes 
the kitchen fittings and keeps cooking 
smells in check.
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UPHOLSTERY COMBINATION SARI
Optional for De Luxe, Excellent and Prestige.



390 SF 4 96

Ontour
L: 5.780 mm · B: 2.200 mm · G: 1.200 kg 

400 SFe 3 150

De Luxe
L: 5.964 mm · B: 2.300 mm · G: 1.300 kg

440 SF 4 96

De Luxe
L: 6.140 mm · B: 2.300 mm · G: 1.300 kg

455 UF 4 96

De Luxe
L: 6.479 mm · B: 2.300 mm · G: 1.350 kg

460 UFe 4 150

De Luxe, De Luxe Edition, Excellent 
L: 6.629 mm · B: 2.300 mm · G: 1.350 kg

495 UFe 4 150

Excellent
L: 6.770 mm · B: 2.300 mm · G: 1.500 kg

495 WFB 4 150

De Luxe, Excellent
L: 7.127 mm · B: 2.300 mm · G: 1.500 kg

540 FU 4 150

De Luxe, Excellent
L: 7.274 mm · B: 2.300 mm · G: 1.500 kg

560 CFe 4 150

Excellent
L: 7.513 mm · B: 2.500 mm · G: 1.600 kg

560 FC 4 150

Prestige
L: 7.513 mm · B: 2.500 mm · G: 1.600 kg

560 WFU 4 150

Excellent, Prestige
L: 7.561 mm · B: 2.500 mm · G: 1.600 kg

560 CFe 4 150

Premium
L: 8.016 mm · B: 2.500 mm · G: 1.800 kg

650 UMFe 4 1 150

Excellent
L: 8.325 mm · B: 2.500 mm · G: 1.900 kg

660 WFC 4 150

Prestige
L: 8.325 mm · B: 2.500 mm · G: 1.900 kg

660 WFU 4 150

Premium
L: 8.865 mm · B: 2.500 mm · G: 2.000 kg

460 SFf 2 1 150

De Luxe, Excellent
L: 6.751 mm · B: 2.300 mm · G: 1.350 kg

540 UFf 4 150

De Luxe, Excellent
L: 7.345 mm · B: 2.300 mm · G: 1.500 kg

650 UFf 4 150

Premium
L: 8.828 mm · B: 2.500 mm · G: 2.000 kg

720 WQC 4 150

Prestige
L: 9.042 mm · B: 2.500 mm · G: 2.200 kg
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FRENCH BEDS ISLAND BEDS

KEY TO SYMBOLS DESIGN TECHNICAL DATA

2 Berths

2 Children's sleeping berths

Drop-down bed

Tandem axle

96 Refrigerator (L)

F Double bed

Fe Double bed, external 
washroom

Ff/Q Island bed (double bed, 
free-standing)

H Drop-down bed

K Children's beds

L Single beds

B Front seating unit

C C shaped lounge

D Dinette

M Central seating unit

S Side seating unit

U U shaped seating area

W Rear washroom

L Overall length

B Overall width

G Maximum technically 
permissible laden mass

Sleeping area

Seating area

Kitchen

Washroom

Storage space



460 DL 3 96

Ontour
L: 6.605 mm · B: 2.200 mm · G: 1.300 kg

460 LU 4 96

De Luxe
L: 6.751 mm · B: 2.300 mm · G: 1.350 kg

470 UL 3 96

Ontour
L: 6.709 mm · B: 2.200 mm · G: 1.350 kg

495 UL 4 150

De Luxe, De Luxe Edition, 
Excellent, Prestige
L: 7.127 mm · B: 2.300 mm · G: 1.500 kg

495 UL 4 150

Premium
L: 7.630 mm · B: 2.300 mm · G: 1.700 kg

515 UHL 6 150

De Luxe
L: 7.533 mm · B: 2.300 mm · G: 1.600 kg

540 WLU 4 150

Excellent
L: 7.274 mm · B: 2.300 mm · G: 1.500 kg

540 UL 4 150

De Luxe, Excellent
L: 7.293 mm · B: 2.300 mm · G: 1.500 kg

560 LU 4 150

Excellent, Prestige
L: 7.513 mm · B: 2.500 mm · G: 1.600 kg

560 WLU 4 150

Prestige
L: 7.513 mm · B: 2.500 mm · G: 1.600 kg

560 UL 4 150

Premium
L: 8.016 mm · B: 2.500 mm · G: 1.800 kg

620 CL 4 150

Prestige
L: 8.025 mm · B: 2.500 mm · G: 1.900 kg

720 WLC 4 150

Prestige
L: 9.042 mm · B: 2.500 mm · G: 2.200 kg

470 KMF 3 2 96

Ontour
L: 6.709 mm · B: 2.200 mm · G: 1.350 kg

490 KMF 3 2 150

De Luxe, De Luxe Edition
L: 6.888 mm · B: 2.300 mm · G: 1.400 kg

515 UHK 4 3 150

De Luxe
L: 7.533 mm · B: 2.300 mm · G: 1.600 kg

540 KMFe 3 2 150

De Luxe
L: 7.445 mm · B: 2.300 mm · G: 1.600 kg

545 KMF 3 2 150

De Luxe, De Luxe Edition
L: 7.425 mm · B: 2.500 mm · G: 1.600 kg

560 KMFe 4 2 150

De Luxe, De Luxe Edition
L: 7.513 mm · B: 2.500 mm · G: 1.700 kg

650 KMFe 4 2 150

De Luxe Edition
L: 8.325 mm · B: 2.500 mm · G: 1.900 kg

650 KFU 4 2 150

De Luxe
L: 8.375 mm · B: 2.500 mm · G: 1.900 kg

650 UKFe 4 2 150

Premium
L: 8.879 mm · B: 2.500 mm · G: 2.000 kg

720 UKFe 5 2 150

Prestige
L: 9.030 mm · B: 2.500 mm · G: 2.200 kg

720 KWFU 4 2 150

Prestige
L: 9.042 mm · B: 2.500 mm · G: 2.200 kg
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SINGLE BEDS CHILDREN'S BEDS
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Some of the models featured in the brochure 

have optional extras or decorations that are not 

part of the standard scope of delivery. 

Deviations from the pictured furnishings in terms 

of structure and colour are excepted provided 

they relate to the nature of the materials used 

and are consistent with standard commercial 

practice. The same applies to technical 

modifications to the vehicle provided the overall 

product quality remains the same or is improved 

and the intended purpose is not impaired.

Not all of the features are available for all models 

due to the layout design. Details of the 

equipment package can be found in the current 

price list. All content is correct at the time of 

going to press. Design and equipment 

package subject to change without notice; 

errors excepted. More images can be found at 

www.hobby-caravaning.de
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